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The project interrogates the perceived boundaries between 
nature and the built environment using Mixed Reality. The 
project translates the visual therapeutic qualities of natural 
phenomena into digital projections, using techniques 
borrowed from fine art. The test site is the Guggenheim 
Museum in New York City, but similar strategies could be 
applied to any urban environment, anywhere an immersion 
into nature is not possible.
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Mixed Reality is a blend of physical and digital worlds, unlocking the links between human, 
computer, and environment interaction. This new reality is based on advancements in com-
puter vision, graphical processing power, display technology, and input systems.

FORM OF SPACE: MIXED REALITY

What is Mixed Reality?

DEVICE & EXAMPLES OF  MIXED REALITY:

Starting with the physical world, placing a digital 
object, such as a hologram, as if it was there.

Physical world

Starting with the physical world, a digital representation 
of another person--an avatar--shows the location where 
they were standing when leaving notes. In other words, 
experiences that represent asynchronous collaboration 
at different points in time.

Starting with a digital world, physical boundaries 
from the physical world like walls and furniture 
appear digitally within the experience to help users 
avoid physical objects.
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PROGRAM: USER GROUP:

People with too much stress

People who enthusiastic about games/mixed reality

People lives in urban environment
that do not have chance immerse into nature

People who likes hiking/walking in nature

The program of the project is walking meditation in mixed reality format. Users will put on MR 
glasses and immerse themselves into the dynamic mixed reality environment that exists in interi-
or condition and healed by therapeutic qualities of natural phenomena happening in forest, 
mountain and meadow, for instance. The project also made some references to forest bathing. 
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SITE & CONTEXT:

Reasons for testing in museum of Guggenheim New York: 

The prgram will be hold during the night time, after the museum’s regular opening hour in order to avoid 
conflict with existing program.

MR represents new layers of information that will blend the physical and virtual worlds and rewrite the 
experience of monumental site without deconstruct it. 

Mixed reality will bring natural elements into this “concealed” space during the night in a dynamic form so 
that people can experience the beauty of nature and healed by it in an innovative way. 

Flowered meadows  

Stream valley  

Deep forest 

Top of Mountain 

Top of Mountain 

Waiting Lounge

Walking Path

MR art works spaceElevator

Exit

Observation Spot

Dinning Hall

PROGRAM & SECTION & ANALYSIS:

Site model & plan:

Wu Tsang “sonic space”
“Digital Projection” by obscura
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MR GLASSES

PLAN

ELEVATION

MR glasses are relatively easy to carry 
and more light. The MR glasses have a 
physical display that cover most of the 
user's field of vision. The front end of the 
MR glasses is equipped with a holographic 
device.The MR glasses have two ear-
phones on either side for the user to 
listen to the sound. Users can use it to 
observe the virtual environment around 
them, as well as view physical conditions 
and meditation information.

 the application of Mixed Reality has gone beyond displays to include:

Environmental input
Spatial sound
Locations and positioning in both real and virtual spaces

OBJECT STUDY : MR GLASSES
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The Starry Night, 1889, Vincent Van Gogh 

是非成�

Rotunda Elevator

Rotunda Level 6

Rotunda Level 5

Rotunda Level 4

Rotunda Level 3

Rotunda Level 2

Transition space

Transition space

Transition space

Museum of Guggenheim 
( Before MR Transition )

Natural Phenomena Natural Phenomena in paintings

Flowered meadows 

Flowered meadows 

Deep forest 

Deep forest 

Stream valleys 

Top of Mountain 

Conceptual collage of natural phenomena

Paintings by Vincent Van Gogh

Poppy Field, 1890, Vincent Van Gogh 

The Rocks, 1888, Vincent Van Gogh 

The Starry Night, 1889, Vincent Van Gogh 

Poppy Field, 1890, Vincent Van Gogh 

Trees and undergrowth, 1887, Vincent Van Gogh 

Flowered meadows 

Deep forest 

Stream valleys 

Top of Mountain 
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“Sous-bois” : 19th-century rural painters climbed  forested areas for a close view of wooded scenes. Evoking the trees and grassy undergrowth, were often made vertically on canvas, as opposed to horizontal views of sweeping landscapes. In a sous-bois genre, the sky is 

barely visible, just a glimpse of sky sometimes penetrating the branches. 

Trees and undergrowth, 1887, Vincent Van Gogh 

Visible shapes of the tree 
trunk refers to the vertical 
composition on canvas from 
“Sous-bois” genre

Translating trunks into 
illuminating dots as well

Simplify the shape of tree 
trunks. Our attention goes 
upon our eye level in forest

Trunk shapes 
dropping above eye 
level

Spatial Translation/Painting Techniques :

   Pointillist stippling  
  painting techniques

Simplify into illuminating        
dots
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“Colour contrasting” : Van Gogh uses lots of contrasting colour to depicts the colour of flowers. Trying to render intense colour and not a grey harmony. “In colour seeking life the true drawing is modelling with colour.”

Strong contrast between colors, “Trying to render intense colour and not a 
grey harmony. ”

grass

illuminating dots with simplified 
grass shape

Simplify into illuminating        
dots with contrasting colors

Poppy Field, 1890, Vincent Van Gogh 

Simplify the shape of grass. 
Our attention goes below 
our eye level in meadow

Spatial Translation/Painting Techniques :
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Combing short curves into 
large swrial shapes

Simplify the swirls into short 
curves Illuminating

swirls in the sky refers to 
“Impasto”of layering surfaces.

illuminating lines

The Starry Night, 1889, Vincent Van Gogh 

“Impasto” : Impasto is a painting technique where paint is laid on an area of the surface in very thick layers, it is usually thick enough that the brush or painting-knife strokes are visible and seems coming out of the canvas. Van Gogh used this techniques to paint the swirls in 
the sky.

Spatial Translation/Painting Techniques :
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People who likes hiking/walking in nature

“Linear quality” : Van Gogh used wide different brushstrokes to create varying textures through the canvas, which is increasingly stylized with a linear quality that was offest throgh his continued exploration of the effects of colour.

Simplify the shape of rock 
into linear geometry Combine the rocks into 

organic shape

Combine the rocks into 
grass and add illumination

The Rocks, 1888, Vincent Van Gogh 

Spatial Translation/Painting Techniques :
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Spatial Translation  Museum of Guggenheim 
( After MR Transition )
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Transition of the lighting colour, from single 
green to multiple different colour 

Lighting transform into forms 

The rock forms gradually disappear



nature phenomena

 RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT/SKETCHES : Deep Forest

painting

Key words
trunks
pointillism
limitless
repetition
distance
inensity

Muqarana Mutation
Michael Hansmeyer

Singing Tree
Es Devlin

Treebank
Katie Paterson
Zeller & Moye

Hope Tree
Client: Design Association 
NPO + Dezeen

Trabsarquitetonica
Henrique Oliveira Henrique Oliveira

Baitogogo

Tom Price
Luminous Tree

Pascale Marthine Tayou
Plastic Tree installation

Vana
Orproject

Trees and undergrowth, 1887, Vincent Van Gogh 
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DIGITAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT:

Extrude trunk shapes (cylinder) from         
ceiling that above eye level

Change  the material into transparent glass Switch the time to night
Change some of the cylinder into illuminating cylinder

Adding illuminating dots (inspired from pointillism & 
firefly)

Translating some trunks into 
illuminating dots as well

Changing the surrounding environment’s 
material into mirror to create immersive 
effect

Adding another level 
above the existing 
level, trunk cylider 
extrude from the floor 
of upper level and 
dropping from the 
ceiling of lower level

Changing the surrounding environment

APPLY INTO SITE:

Test in Site

Test in Site

Cylinder dropping from the ceiling of lower level Cylinder extrude from the floor of upper level View from far away

Changing the surrounding environment’s material into 
mirror to create immersive effect
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Rotunda Level 4 - Flowers Meadow
nature phenomena

threshold study :

painting

The Poppy Field near Argenteuil, 1873 by Claude Monet

Poppy Field, 1890 by Vincent Van Gogh

Poppy Field, 1890 by Vincent Van Gogh

A Meadow in the Mountains: Le Mas de Saint-Paul by Vincent Van Gogh

View from far away

 RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT/SKETCHES : Flowered Meadow
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 RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT/PROCESS: Top of Mountain

natural phenomena painting painting technique
DESIGN METHOD:

stars

layering

dynamic

curve

illuminating
mix

Starry Night 

The Starry Night, 1889, Vincent Vogh 

http://vangoghsstarrynightananalysis.weebly.com/descrip-
tion-and-technique-used-in-starry-night.html#:~:text=Van%20Gogh's

swirls in the sky refers to 
“Impasto”of layering 
surfaces.

Simplify the swirls into 
curves

Distort swirls into 3D 
dimensional

illuminating star

3D swirls into illuminating dots
The Starry Night, 1889, Vincent Vogh 

Simplify into illuminating        
dots

DIGITAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT:
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Let’s go to Guggenheim ! Walk into front gate Security check

walk into Lobby

01 02 03 04 05 06

Read instructions Found Elevator! Take on my MR glass

Got my MR glass!!! Deposit my jacket

07 08 09 10

Wow~the elevator changes!!!

11

walk into elevator

12

Elevator menu

13 14

Wow~it changes again!
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DESIGN STRATEGIES RESEARCH/PROCESS:



User: Urban people who works everyday that have too much stress
          People who loves museum/biomimicry
          People who enthusiastic about games/Mixed reality
          People who wish to healing by nature
          People who likes going to central park

What if Guggenheim opens at night, and people going there can 
also enjoy the quality of the forest from central park at night during 
regular working days after their work.

What if designing chambers for Guggenheim?
Each chamber is where virtual elements happens.

Guggenheim is already a very concealed place, the only place 
where most of the natural light comes in is from the big window at 
the top. What about the night when there is no natural light comes 
in?

How people normally dealing with stress?
1.Going to central parks at day time doing forest meditation or just 
simply walk and relax over there
2. Going to gym
3. Going to spa
4. Play Games
5. Going to Museum
6.Go shopping/ eating
7. Work in office and do not have time to dealing with stress during 
day time in the week.
8. Going to bar & club at night after their work
9.Going to sleep

Night

Media- the mix between virtual reality & reality

The moment when people put on the head-set they already entered a 
mixed reality environment.

What if people going to forest like central park at night?
However there is no light in the park
Central park is closed at night
It is dangerous over there

What if people going to museum at night?
Most museums are closed at night.

What if new yorker going to somewhere is quiet and peaceful 
to release their from stress rather than going to club & bar 
thats so loud? Can people going to museum and central park 
to relese their stress?

Location: New York

Possible outcome of Program: Healing urban people from stress.

What if using Mixed Reality as media to healing 
people through bioluminescens in monumental site 
at night in complex urban environment?

Bioluminescence

Biomimicry

1.Firefly lives in forest
   Due to lighting pollution people can not see stars in NY 2. glowing tiny organisms lives in ocean

3. Aequorea Victoria lives in ocean

Bioluminescence examples:

Northern Lights, Iceland

Lightning storm, Venezuela

Moonbow, Zimbabwe

A different kind of rhythm and blues

The healing power of light
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a wall condition 1 : Valchromat
b wall condition 2 : pallas upholstery fabric
c ceiling condition : crystal foldscapes ceiling tiles

a wall condition 1 : wallpaper

c ceiling condition : gypsum

physical condition 

physical condition section B 

physical condition section A physical condition section A 

after MR effect

after MR effect section B 

section A

section B

a

c

b d

a

b

c

M

ROOM STUDY:
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NETWORK STUDY: Thresholds images from social media
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OBJECT RESEARCH/SKETCHES : 
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KEY QUESTIONS : ANSWERS : 
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